Good day all.
For the month of April 2019 we had seven incidents in all. Two break-ins with theft,
two incidents of stolen vehicles where the vehicles were recovered, one incident
where a vehicle was stolen and one incident of a suspicious person.
This year’s April compared to the same time last year:

Another month with relatively low crime. It is very important to note that three
incident resulted in stolen property being recovered. Two vehicles being recovered by
security services and one bicycle where security services saw the incident happening
and intervened. Special thanks go out to both ADT and Interactive security who were
involved in these actions.

Comparison of total incidents during the years we have been keeping track of
incidents:

As always, keep safe and vigilant this month. Report suspicious people or activities to
Interactive security, ADT or SAPS. Report any incidents to
incidents@muckleneukhill.co.za even if you might think it insignificant; report it in
any case and we will investigate further.
Once again for sorry for any inconvenience cause by me using the wrong info in the
previous report.
Regards
Alfie Barnard
Incident Manager MHSI.
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AREA
RIDGE
STREET

TYPE
Break-in:
with theft

DESCRIPTION
Laptp stolen out of the house. Perpetrator opened a
window and pulled the bedding until it could grab the
laptop.
BEREA
Theft of
Car of tennant being stolen. IA security gave chase,
WEST
vehicle
but had a car tracker in as well. Car was recovered by
(<360)
Car Track in Mabopane.
DOUGALL Suspicious Resident opposite saw guy snooping at gate. She
STREET
people
phoned home owner, who drove out to look for him.
Was caught in Berea Street, approaching John Street
crossing. Called it on channel 2. ADT and owner
escorted him out of the area. He told ADT that he was
taking a shortcut to Magnolia Dell. He was searched
and only had a pen on him. His clothing was dirty, so
he is most definitely a vagrant.
ST.
Break-in:
Perpetrator managed to steal a bicicle, but ADT saw
PATRICKS attempted the break in happening from a distance and could make
ROAD
an arrest and aprehend the bycicle to the owner again.
LUKAS
Theft:
Resident heard from the grass cutters in Kruin Park
STREET
without
that someone has stolen their bags with cups and lunch
break-in
boxes, while they were working in the park.
BOURKE
Theft of
Nissan bakkie was stolen from pavement (CR 58 JB
STREET
vehicle
GP) but was recovered later by ADT at corner
Willow/Normaal Street
LINGBEEK Theft of
White Ford bakkie stolen from the outside parking.
STREET
vehicle
Reg: VFV 557 GP

